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OVERVIEW: 
Dark matter structure and simulations

(Astrophysical Constraints on Dark Matter)



CDM is an Excellent Model for the  
Large Scale Structure of the Universe

Hlozek et al. (2012)



But...  
The Small Scale “Crisis” of CDM

• Bulge-less disk galaxies
• The cusp/core problem 
• The “Missing Satellites” problem
• Missing Dwarfs 

• The “Too Big to Fail” (dense satellites) 
problem 



My Starting Point: 

There is No Small Scale Crisis 

there’s just a lot of poorly understood 
physics

But that doesn’t rule out new physics



The Importance 
of Baryonic Physics

A large bulge

A “bulgeless” disk



• Tidal torques: predict 
the sizes of disks well

• But over-predict the 
amount of low angular 
momentum gas

van den Bosch et al. (2001)

CDM predicts large bulges 
...but we rarely see them



Outflows!

Mvir ~ 1010 Msun 
“dwarf galaxy”

Edge-on disk 
orientation

(arrows are 
velocity vectors)

Brook et al., 2011, MNRAS, 415, 1051 



HI +

All baryons ever in 
the galaxy

j/jtot
van den Bosch et al. (2001)Brook et al., 2011, MNRAS, 415, 1051 

Outflows Remove Low Angular Momentum Gas



The Cusp/Core Problem

Parameterize density profile as ρ(r) ∝ r -α
Simulations predict α ~ 1 (a steeply rising central cusp)

Observations show α ~ 0 (constant-density core)



Creation of a Dark Matter Core

Oh et al., 2011, AJ, 142, 24

Pontzen & Governato (2012)



How are Cores Created?

Pontzen & Governato (2012), MNRAS, 421, 3464, arXiv:1106.0499



Core Creation Varies 
with Galaxy Mass
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CDM+Baryons WDM
+Baryons
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We need baryons in alternative DM models 

What is the smoking gun that points to a 
given DM model? 



Lovell et al. (2016)

WDM: Walking a Fine Line



A Testable Prediction of 
delayed structure formation

6 F. Governato et al.

Figure 4. Left: The cumulative SFH (i.e., the fraction of total stellar mass formed prior to a given epoch, normalized to one at the
present) within the 500 pc of the simulated galaxy in the CDM and WDM cosmologies. CDM: solid (g5), green (g3) lines, WDM (g5):
red line. Overall the SFH of the simulated galaxy reproduces the rapid rise and the subsequent linear growth of the ANGST sample (see
right panel), but SF starts one Gyr later in the WDM model. Right: The cumulative SFH as a function of aperture of our standard
implementation CDMg5. The SFH from the simulation is measured including spherical regions of different radius, but all centered on
the galaxy center (black: all, dashed: 500 pc, dotted: 100 pc). ANGST average: blue, Local group: magenta. The shaded area shows the
dispersion of the ANGST sample. The differences in the simulated SFHs illustrate how the center of the simulated galaxy is populated
by younger stars while the outer regions consists mainly of older stars, likely scattered outward during the process of core formation.
This radius vs age bias may explain the difference between the ANGST and the LG sample, the latter sample stars in the very central
regions (55-300 pc) of relatively nearby systems.

Figure 5. Mock color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) for select galaxies from our simulations. The CMDs have been designed to mimic
deep HST observations of Local Group dwarf galaxies (Cole et al. 2007). We have highlighted features important for measuring the SFH
of a galaxy (upper main sequence, MS; red giant branch, RGB; horizontal branch, HB; sub-giant branch, SGB; oldest main sequence
turn-off, MSTO and color-coded stars that are between 11.5 and 12.5 Gyr old (blue) and older than 12.5 Gyr (red). CDMg5 (and CDMg3,
not shown) has a CMD that is qualitatively similar to those observed in real local dwarfs such as LGS3 (Hidalgo et al. 2011), which is
shown in panel (d). In contrast WDMg5 is deficient in ancient stars, as it can be seen by the lack of of a blue horizontal branch compared
to the LGS3 CMD (at a color of ∼ 0.5 and a magnitude of ∼ ∼ 24.7). CDMg1 (the run with no self-shielding and early feedback) contains
fewer, discrete bursts throughout its lifetime, neither of which are usually observed in low mass galaxy SFHs.
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c⃝ 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13

Governato et al. (2014)



SIDM: the Constraints 
Are Weakening

Elbert et al. (2015)

results for  
a 9x109 Msun halo



But… baryons win first

Bastidas-Fry et al. (2015)

2 cm2/g



An Observational Test

If galaxies in this mass 
range are observed to 
have large cores, then 

something beyond CDM is 
necessary



Even Lighter DM? 
Fuzzy DM Simulations

Mocz et al., arXiv:1705.05845



Even Lighter DM? 
Fuzzy DM Simulations

Zhang et al., arXiv:1611.00892



Even Lighter DM? 
Fuzzy DM Simulations

solitonic cores 
denser than 

CDM?

Zhang et al., arXiv:1611.00892



The Future is Dwarfy

Tollerud et al. (2009)



To constrain the Dark Matter model, we must understand 
the impact of baryonic physics on galaxy formation!

Conclusions 

Baryonic physics alleviates the current problems with CDM

see arXiv:1407.7544 for a review

Future observations of dwarf galaxies (Mstar < 107 Msun) are the best probes 
of non-vanilla CDM

But that doesn’t mean CDM is the correct model.  All dark matter models 
must also include baryons!



Kravtsov et al. 2014

The Stellar Mass — Halo 
Mass Relation
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The Stellar Mass — Halo 
Mass Relation

?


